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EnncHbKHll C.M. E2 · 12014 
0 P'-11e•ier11b1X acHMMCTpHl!X B npoueccax rny60Ko11cynpyroro 

pacceslllHH nonHpll:;1OB8HHblX nenTOHOD H 8HT11nenTOIIOB 

ua HyKnouox 

PaccMarpHB8IOTCH P-ne'ICTHblC 8CHMMCTPHH B npoueccax rny6OKO

ueynpyroro pacCCIIIIHH nonnpH3ODOllllblX nenTOHOD H aHTHnenTOHOB Ha 

llyKnOH8Xa nony'ICH pnll COOTHOWCHHR MClKllY aCHMMCTpHHMH, B OCHOBC 

KOTOpblX IIClKHT npe11nono>Kel!HC O V , A crpyKrype ueli~panbHOro TOKa. 

B paMK8X TeopHH Bal!u6epra-CanaMa llllH H30CKansqrnoR MHWCHH nony'ICHbl 

COOTHOW8HHSI MClKllY acHMJ,.jerpHSIMH H llpyrHMH H3MepneMblMH BCnH'IHH8MH, 

OCHOB8HHblC nHWh 118 rpauccpopM8UHOHHblX CBORCTB8X 81lpOHHoro HeRrpanb

uoro TOKa. noK838HO, 'ITO B cny'lae, ecnn BKna11 B 8CHMMCTPHH H3OCKa

nnpuoro roKa Man (3ro npe11nono>Ke1me no11rBep>K1laercn naprouuoR Mo11enb10) 
2 1 A A+ 

H ecnn sin O =--.., TO q; H 7 ( A - H A + p -ue114;T1tbl8 8CHMMCTPHH 

B pacceHIIHH nenTOHOB H 8HTHIICfiTOIIOB) 1. paBHbl no BCIIH'IHHC H npOTHBO

nono>Kllbl no 3R8KY, 2. cnatfo 38BHCSIT OT KHH8M8TH'leCKRX nepeMCHHblX, 
A.. - -r, 

3. -- - -9-10 
q2 
Pa6ora B1>monueua B na6oparopHH reopeTH'lecKoR «pH3HKH OH.flH. 

fipenpHHT 06~enHH8HHOro HHCTHTyTa M8pHb1X uccnenoB8HHA. ny6aa 1978 

Bilenky s.M. E2 · 12014-
On . P -Odd Asymmetries in Deep-Inelastic ScattP.rlng 
of Polarized Leptons and Antileptons on Nucleons 

P -odd asymmetries· In deep inelastic scattering of polarized 
leptons and antileptons o'n nucleons are considered. qelaUons bet
ween asymmetries based~ only on the assumption that the neutral 
current has V and A structure are· obtained. In the framework of the 
Weinberg-Salam theory f()r the rese of the isoscalar target some 
relations between asymmttrles and other measurable quantities are 
derived by using only trtmsformatlon properties of the hadronic 
neutral current. if contributions to asymmetries from the isoscalar 
current are nefected {this assumf.Uon is su~ported by the parton 
model) and 111n O =· .!.., then the ---...;: and ~ { A __ and A+ are 

. 4 q" q" 
P -odd asymmetries in scattering of the lepton and antilepton, 
resp.) 1. are equal in absolute value and opposite in sign; 2. prac
tically do not depend on kinematical variables; 3. _A--:. _ 9.10-6. 

q2 
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 

of Theoretical Physics, JlNR. 
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. 0 . ' 
The discovery by Novosibirsk 111 and Stanford 121 

groups of the parity violating lepton-hadron weak inter
action is one of the most important latest" developments. 
The Novosibirsk group has measured the angle of rota
tion· of the plane of polarization of the photon _beam 
passing through 209 Bi vapour. The experimental data 
obtained are consistent with the prediction /3/ of the 
SU(2) x U(l) Sala:m-Weinberg gauge theory 14

~ The 
Stanford group has measured the P -odd asymmetry in 
deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized elect::. 
rons on nucleons. For the deuterium target the result 
obtained is 

A 
q2 

,.., (-9,5 ± 1,6)10 - 5 1/(GeV)2 , (1) 

where A is the asymmetry and q2 the momentum 
transfer squared. Within the Weinberg-Salam theory and 
by using the parton model, from (1) it followsl2/ 

sin 20 = O.20 ± O.O3. 
(2) 

The parameter sin20 can be also determined from the 
neutrino data. _So, in refs/5,6 / the following values 

sin 20 = 0,22 ±O.O5, 

sin2 0 = O.24 ±O.O2 

were obtained. 

(3) 
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Note also that the phenomenological analysis of all 
neutral current data obtained in neutrino beams allows n I 
an unambiguous determination of all the coefficients of 
the hadron neutral current. This unique solution accords 
with the Weinberg-Salam theory at sin20 ::: 1/4. 

The agreement between (2) and (3) is a forcible 
argument in favour of the Weinberg-Salam SU(2) x U(1) 
gauge theory. It should be mentioned, however, that 
data /2/ are in the region of relatively small 
q2 (<q2> = 1.6 (GeV)~ where the breaking of scaling can be 

large enough. Further verification of the theory requires 
the investigation of deep inelastic scattering of pola
rized electrons by nucleons in a larger kinematical 
region and the study of P -odd effects in other lepton
nucleon processes. 

In this paper we analyze deep inelastic scattering 
of polarized leptons on unpolarized nucleons 

f +N ➔ C +X (4a) 

and of polarized antileptons on nucleons 

+ + e +N-.. r +x. (4b) 

At first, we shall derive some general relations 
between P -odd asymmetries in processes (4). Then 
we consider the lepton scattering on nuclei with zer'o 
isotopic spin. Based on the Weinberg-Salam theory, we 
shall deduce without dynamical assumptions certain re
lations between P-odd asymmetries in processes (4) 
and cross sections of the processes 

- -- + v (v · ) + N ➔ µ (µ ) + X. µ µ (5) 

At last we shall obtain relations between these obser
vables, and study the behaviour of asymmetries in the 
case if the contribution of the isoscalar current to 
asymmetry is neglected (this _contribution estimated by 
the parton model is of an order of 20% of the isovector 
contribution). 

4 

The effective Hamiltonian of lepton-hadron weak in
teraction due to the· neutral currents can be written in 
the form 

G h 
H - ----2j . j - ,: ___ a _a 

v 2 . 

(6) 

with 

j a - = I "f Ya (g V + g A Y 5 )e (
7) 

· f=e;µ,.; .. , . 
. the lepton neutral current, and 

h - Q 
ja = _I qya(vq + aqy5)q (8) 

q-u,d, ... 

hadron neutral current. In the Weinberg-Salam theory 
the g- , g A, v , a· ,.,. are equal to 

V u u 

g 1 2·20 
V 

= - - + Slll · 
2 ' 

V u 
= _1-_ _ .!_ sin2 0 

2 3 ' 

1 2 : 2 
V d = - 2, + 3 S1n 0, 

1 . 
g A=- -2, 

1 
au= 2-, 

1 
ad =-·2; .... 

(9) 

To the lowest order in weak and electromagnetic in
teraction we obtain• the following matrix elements of 
processes ( 4) (see the Figure) 

b) 

Figure 
5 



e2 _, . em 
<flSli>:i:, =±iNq2[u(k')yau(k)<p'[J a IP>-, 

(10). 

-,71i(k ')ya (gv ± g g 5 lu(k) < P 'IJa~P > 1(211)
4 

B(p '-,p-·q), 

where k and k' are the momenta of initial and final 
leptons (antileptons), resp., q = k -k ~ p is the momentum 
of the initial proton, p' is the total momentum of final 
hadrons, j ~m the hadron electromagnetic current, N the 
standard normalization factor due to the lepton lines, and. 

G q2 _ q2 
11= -=---· -·=·1.54·10 

4
--. (11) 

. y2 211a· M 2 

With the longitudinal polarization of initial leptons (anti
leptons), ,\, from (10) we easily obtain the following· 
cross sections of deep inelastic scattering of leptons 
(antileptons) on unpolarized nucleons 18•91 

do :i:· do em 
( 2 ) =-~11+ [(g ) dq dv >. dq2dv T/ - Vav+· gAaA .+ 

(12) 

+ >.(g a ± g a )JI 
VA AV 

with 

e k k' WI a{3po p o a/3 
aA =· 

em 
La/3 (k,k ')Wa/3 

·, av=. 

L a{3 (k, k ') W :/3 

') em 
L a/3 (k,k W a/3 

·, (13) 

where La/3 (k, k') = kak'/3-·Ba/3 kk' + k; k /3. The tensor 

I ) 6 Po ~J[ , I em I I hi , W /3 = -(211 - ., < p J p > < P Ja P > + 
a M a ,-, 

. h em 
+ < p·' IJa IP> <p IJ /3 IP'>] B(p' -,p -,q)dr (14) 

6 

defines the interference of contributions of electromag
netic and neutral currents to the matrix element. ·As is 
clear from (13) , av(a A) is given by- the contribution 
of the vector (axial) part of the neutral hadron current 
to w~f3. 

The d; em in (12) is the cross section of deep 
dq dv 

inelastic scattering of unpolarized leptons on unpolarized 
nucleons (contribution of the diagram of the Figure (a)). 
This cross section reads 

em O 
do 2rra-2 M 2 

2 -=~-~---L ·w em 
dq dv q 4 (pk)2 af3 a/3 

(15) 

where the tensor 
em 

Wa/3 is of the following standard form 

em q a q ,8 · · 1 _tl pg 
Waf3 = (8af3 ---~)W1 +-2 (pa_, 2 <\z)(Pt3-'2qfJ)W2, 

q2 M . q q 

(16) 
( W and w are structure functions). 

1 2 

The first term in square brackets of (12) is due to 
the contribution to the cross section from the P -even 
part of the weak interaction Hamiltonian, whereas the 
second one from the P -odd part. The information about 
the latter can be obtained from the measurement of the 
asymmetry which is determined as follows 

' =F' +' 
( do ) -,{ do ) 

1 
dq2dv· ,\ dq 2dv -,\ 

·A = -· 
+ ,\ ( du:r ) +( du+· ) 

dq 2dv ,\ dq2 dv -,\ 

Inserting (12) into (17) we get 

A = T/ (g a ± g a ) · 
'.i'.' V A A V 

.. (17) 

(18) 

1 



(throughout only the terms linear in G are kept). We also 
consider the follo~ing asymmetry 1101: 

-· . . . + 
( da · ) -,( da ) 

dq 2dv ,\ dq 2dv -,\ 
B(,\)=-~-~~~-

da -· da+ 
( 2 ),\ +( . 2 ) ,\ 

dq dv dq dv -

(19) 

The 8(,\) is a "natural" observable in µ+·-meson ex-
periments. From (19) and (12) w~ obtain* 

8(,\) = 17(-g A +,\gv)aA • (20) 

Now, using (18) and (20) we derive some relations 
between A , 8 and other measurables. 

. =i= 

1. Combining (18) and (20) we get the following re
lation between A and 8 ** 

+' 
B(,\ ) -• B(,\ ) = _1_(,\ - ,\ )(A + :A ). 

1 2 21 2 - + 
(21) 

Further-it can be easily verified that 1121 

a A I y ➔ o = O. (22) 

(Y = i ·, E . is the lab. energy of initial leptons). 

I . /18/ 
Indeed, W a{3 has the followmg general form 

---------------------* In asymmetry B(,\) the interf~rence of the one
photon diagram of the Figure (a)and two-photon diagram 
also give contribution. We w111 not discuss it. Note only 1111 that it can be calculated within the parton approach . 

** Relation (21) does not contain the contribution from 
the interference of the one- and two-photon diagrams. 
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j 

I 
:, 
I•, 

.:,, 

.. 

' 

, I 

q q . 
W 1(3 = (8 13· -•~2 )WI+ 12 (p -'-· p~ 4rz)(P13- PiqQ)~2I + 

a_ a q M a _ q q . P • 

,. 
(23) 

1- . . I 
+-~e q p W , 

2M2 af3pa p a 8 

where W l are functions of variables q 2 and v. From 
(23) and (13) it follows (independent variables are q 2 , 

v and y ) 

2 q2el 
-(1-,(1--y) ]-vW 

2Mv 3 

aA=-----------~--~ 
q2 2 . 

[2(1-·Y)vW2 + --y 2MW1] 
2Mv 

(24) 

From this relation it is easy to see (22). Using (18) 
we get from (22) .the following relation 

A I --A I -· y ➔ 0 - + Y ➔ 0 
(25) 

From (20) an~ (22) we also get 

B(,\)I y ➔ 0 = 0 (26) 

The relations (21), (25) and (26) are based on the only 
assumption of the V,A structure of the lepton-hadron 
weak interaction Hamiltonian. 

2. In the Weinberg-Salam theory the hadron neutral 
current reads 

h 
ja 

where 

8 8 2 em 
v a +·aa -·2sin Oja + ... , (27) 

8 8 1 -1 Va +aa=u-ya(l+y5 )u -d-ya(1+y5 )d (28) 
2 2 

is the isovector (dots in (27) mean the contribution 
to the neutral current form s, c and other heavier 

9 



! ! 
, I 

quarks). From the neutrino data it follows 1141 that the 
amount of s, c and other heavier quarks in the nucleon 
is few per cent of that of u and d quarks. In what 
follows we shall neglect the contribution of these quarks 
into the neutral current. The hadron neutral current 
can be rewritten in the following form 

. jh= (1 -,2sin20)j em+a3-,_,!_vS·, (29) 
a a a 3 a 

where 

s -,1 - 1 _, 
v = u--y u + d ~}'. d a 2 a 2 a 

(30) 

is the isoscalar. 
We will consider the lepto·n and antilepton scattering 

on nuclei with equal number of protons and neutrons. 
Throughout in what follows du will mean the cross 
section averaged over p and n. In this case the cross 
section does not contain the terms, which are· products 
of· matrix elements of isoscalar· and isovector currents. 
So, we obtain 

Here 

e k k' W V;A 
af3pa p a a/3 

a =· 
A em 

La/3W a/3 

av= 2(1 -,2sin2 0) _,!_a S 9 V. 

V;A 
W a/3 

6 Po s 3 
=-(2rr) Ml:J[<p'IVa IP><plA13IP'>+ 

+ < p 'IA~ IP>< p IV t IP '>]o(p :--p -,q)df' 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

and at characterizes the-contribution to av from the 
isoscalar current: 

10 

,~ 
..I 

a S = 
V 

with 

s Lali3:P._. 
em 

La/3W a/3 

(34) 

w:13 =-(2rr)
6 

~al: f < p'IV/IP > <p 1vJ IP'>o(p'-p-q)df'. (35) 

By using the isotopic invarian~e of strong interac
tions, one can easily verify that the numerator of (31) 
is proportional to the difference of the cross sections 
of· the processes 

V + N ➔ (J.-, + x. 
µ 

-· + 
V + N -+µ + X. µ 

;;; 

(36) 

(37) 

The denominator of (31) is proportional to the cross 
section of deep inelastic scattering of unpolarized lep
tons on unpolarized nucleons (see (15)). Therefore we get 

da cc da cc 
(.--) -{--)_. 

21z2a 2 dq 2dv v dq 2 dv v ------
o2q4 da em 

aA (38) 

dq2 dv 

So, provided the Weinberg-Salam theory is valid, the 
a is determined by the measurables. 

A 
Next, based on (9), (18) and (32), the :A_ and a A can 

easily be related to aJ : + 

__L [A _(a A - 1)- A/a A+ 1)] + 1 = _2_ aJ. (39) 
qaA . 9 

From this relation one can find the parameter a ! . 
Since 

s 
av > 0 (40) 

from (39) it follows that the observables in question should 
obey the inequality 

11 



1 
--· [A_(aA-1)-A+(aA+l)]+l>0. (41) 
. 71a A 

The check of (41) would testify, without using the dy
namical assumptions, to the validity of the Weinberg-
Salam theory. · · 

3. The summation of A_ and A+ gives 

A_+ A+ = 271.gva:~, 

whence 

(42) 

A_+A+ 1 2 
--- + - = 2sin 0. (43) 
271aA 2 

The left-hand side of the latter relation contains the 
measurables, therefore the sin2 0 can be determined 
straightforward from experimental data, without assump
tions. This method of determining sin2 0 is analogous 
to the ·one 1151 · used to obtain sin2 0 from the neut
rino cross section data; The latter allows the determina-,_ 2 . . . ' 
tion of sin 0 entering into the hadron neutral current, 
whereas (43) entering into the lepton neutral current. 
N(?te that in the so-called alternative Bjorken theory 1161 

the parameters defined by these methods have different 
physical meaning and can differ as well. 

4. Based on the parton model, one can estimate the 
~ontribution to av from the isoscalar current v: : 

s -a -V 

1 - I (f (x) + f_(x)) 
4 q = u,d q q 

I Q2 (f (x) + f-(x)) 
q = u,d q q q 

(44) 

where fq (x)(f q (x)) is the number of q -qua_rks ( q
antiquarks) in the nucleon~ Q q, the quark charge. For 
the scattering on the isoscalar target under consideration 
the relation (44) gives 

2 s 1' -a = - . 
9 V 5 

(45) 

12 

(I 

The first term in the (32) - l(sin 20 ::: ~). Therefore, 
in the parton model the contribution from the isoscalar 

av is small as compared to that from the isovector. 

Omitting -~ a i in (32) we obtain the following appro
ximA-~~ (within - 20%) relation between A_ , A + and 
aA . : 

1 
-[A (a + 1)-·A (a -1)] = 1. + A -· A 71a ,A 

(46) 
C 

Note that neglecting the isoscalar contribution into the 
Cly, one can get 1121 another, different from (38), rela
tion. Indeed, since the contributions from vector and 
axial current to the· processes (36) and (37) . coincide 
(chiral symmetry, neutrino data 1181), one has 

da cc da cc 
(--) -·(--) -· 

dq 2dv v dq2 dv v 
a = 

A 
2----------

(t_d_a_c_c_) + (-d_a_c_c_) -
dq2 dv v dq 2dv v 

(47) 

5. As is well-known, all the presently available data 
on neutral currents are described by the Weinberg-

Salam theory (with sin 20 ::: .!_). If sin 2o:: _!__ 
4 4 

then g v = O 

(see (9)) and from (18) it follows that 

A - A - 1 - -· -- --nnv. - + 2 ·,- (48) 

Neglecting the small isoscalar contribution (20%, cf. 
p. 4), we obtain from (48)): 

A_=-A+ =-9· 10-
6 

q 
2
/(GeV)

2
• (49) 
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Therefore, if our assumptions are valid, it should 

A A+ . 
be expected that the ---= and -- -- depend weakly on the 

q 2 q2 

kinematical -variables and their numerical value is close 

t -5 1 
o -0.9·10 ----. As is seen from (1), the asymmetry -

(GeV)2 · 

measured at SLAC agrees with this value. 
Finally, from (20) for sin 20 .:::- -1. we get . 

4 
) - 1 B(,\ - -- 1JU • 
. 2 A 

(50) 

As is seen from this e·xpression, the asymmetry B does 
not depend on polarization ,\ and its value can be fully 
predicted if the cross sections of (36) and (37) are known. 

The measurement of asymmetries A _ and B seems 
to be the most "natural" problem for+experiments on 
µ - and µ + meson beams * . Note in conclusion that the 
muon experiment under preparation by the CERN-Dubna 
collaboration 12o1 is planned to cover such measure
ments. 

I would like to express my deep gratitude to B.M.Pon
tecorvo for useful discussions of the problems, consi
dered here. 
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